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Community playgrounds provide recreation in a fun work out environment for kids. Commercial
playground equipment stimulates kidsâ€™ imagination, besides promoting dexterity, balance,
concentration and agility. However, there are several points to consider so that kids can make the
most of them.

Selection

Commercial playground equipment may be installed in community playgrounds, schools, day care
centers or any other places where kids gather. Some factors need to be taken into consideration.
The first among these would be the material used. Material used in construction should be strong
and durable. Safety aspects, the number of attachments, the purpose of the equipment all need to
be addressed while purchasing school playground equipment.

Commercial playground equipment can also be customized to meet specific requirements such as
attractive colors and adjustable heights.

Before Installing

Before installing school playground equipment, you need to ask how many kids can be
accommodated on it at one time. You also need to question yourself if there is sufficient room for all
the equipment and whether the equipment itself is resistant and safe. Does it have enough space
between parts of the equipment? Is it child friendly? Is it risky or unsafe? Does it have any
protruding objects or parts that can cause a child to trip or fall? What about maintenance? Is it
ecologically safe and environment friendly? Can children with special ability use it? All these
questions need to be answered.

As a buyer, you also need to find out assembly instructions and after sales service. You can go
through the internet which is a prime source of information related to school playground equipment.

ADA Compliant Pool Lifts

If you are looking to operate or maintain a pool in hotels, motels, rehabilitation facility or even as a
community swimming facility, semi public swimming facility, apartment complex or private club, you
will be required to fit the pool with ADA compliant pool lift by March 15, 2012. ADA standards
became the law in March 2011 and compliance is required for all spas and pools that serve the
general public.

This would greatly benefit persons with physical disabilities who can then make use of the pool
because the ADA compliant pool lift would lift them in and out of the pool. The platform ramp or lift
can be easily installed by any fitness equipment manufacturer and supplier.

For all your pool lift and school playground equipment requirements, choose the fitness equipment
supplier who gives the widest choice and unmatched services
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John James - About Author:
Find more information on a Commercial playground equipment, school playground equipment, a
ADA compliant pool lift at our website. Please visit for more information wilkinsfitness.com
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